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Photography

The new term presented itself with a lot 
of challenges - trying to complete work 
for a Photography GCSE without access 
to practical work, cameras or computers - 
but as always we found ways to successfully 
navigate them.  Students in Year 10 and 11 
have been working on ‘Still Life’ projects 
studying the work of Edward Weston, Karl 
Blossfeldt, Sara Cwynar, Suzanne Sarof and 
Andre Kertesz to name a few.  

When we were finally able to do some 
practical work students have been creating 
make-shift studios in corners of the 
classrooms in their bubbles using torches 
on their phones to light their subjects.  Each 
student rising above the challenges and 
‘making do’ with the equipment and space 
available to them. I’m especially proud of 
Eren Ashak (Year 11), Cesar Canario-Melo 
(Year 10) and Julia Korzeniowska (Year 10) 
who are photographing a lot at home and 
developing their own style of photography.  
I couldn’t be more proud of the resilience, 
problem solving attitude and creativity of 
the Photography students at Dukes!

Media Studies

Year 11 are a resilient bunch!  Working hard 
every day to catch up on work missed over 
lockdown and developing strategies for 
their revision.  They are now in the process 
of completing their coursework which is 
30% of their final grade.  Some are entering 
mock-ups, others are entering Prototypes 
and a few are managing to complete final 
products for DVD covers and film posters 
in the Thriller genre.  They have studied 
TV Crime Drama this half term and in the 
Spring Term we will start revising for their 
final exams in the Summer.  It’s all go go go.

Year 10 have come back ready and eager 
to learn.  The way that they have responded 
to being back in lessons has been 
remarkable and the recent grades on end 
of unit assessments have been testament 
to their hard work.  They’ve been studying 
Representation of gender and race in the 
Media; especially in the light of BLM, and 
now they’re finishing a unit on Fortnite and 
the Games Industry.  In the Spring Term 
we will be studying the Film Industry and 
James Bond; so make sure they watch all 
those Bond films over the festive season!

FACULTY

EXPRESSIVE ARTS

“THE CAMERA SEES MORE THAN THE EYE, SO WHY NOT MAKE 

USE OF IT”

EDWARD WESTON
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It’s been a busy term in the English Faculty. 
We welcomed four new members into our 
team; Mr Obamakin, Ms Green, Ms Lee and 
Mr Harwood.

We started the term by celebrating 
National Poetry Day. Ms Bolton and Ms 
Ali gave the assembly and then lots of 
students entered the National Poetry Day 
competition writing some really fantastic 
poems on this year’s theme of Vision.

Later in the term, we were lucky enough 
to be able to offer 30 year 10 students the 
chance to take part in the Jack Petchey 
Speak Out competition. Students spent 
the day taking part a variety of workshops 
designed to increase their confidence 
with public speaking. The day culminated 
with the students performing their own 
speeches. The speeches were on topics 
ranging from music to stereotyping and 
happiness to gender divisions. All of the 
speeches were excellent and four talented 
speakers made it through to the next 
round.

We certainly did not let Covid stop us 
from reading. Accelerated Reader lessons 
continued for students in year 7 and 8 
with Ms Bolton handing out prizes to over 
20 students for their excellent effort and 
engagement.

Finally, the term ended on a high point for 
year 11 students. The entire year group 

was lucky enough to be able to watch 
A Christmas Carol theatre production 
which was streamed live from The Old Vic 
Theatre in London into our theatre here 
at Duke’s.

The English Faculty are looking forward 
to a restful break and would like to wish 
everyone a happy holiday.

Ms C Sayer 
Head of English

FACULTY

ENGLISH

“ALL WE HAVE TO DECIDE IS WHAT TO DO WITH THE TIME 

THAT IS GIVEN US.”

THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING, J .R.R. TOLKEIN



Artist Workshop – Ian Murphy 

The year 10 Art group took part in a mixed-
media Art workshop with the artist Ian Murphy 
on 10th December 2020. The students worked 
through a number of different techniques and 
created some inspiring art works. It was an 
amazing day and huge thanks to the artist, Ian 
Murphy as well as the Aldridge Foundation 
who arranged the workshop for us.

“I think it was an amazing experience. I loved 
how these effects created an amazing piece of 
art” – Fiza (10G)

“I really enjoyed how well he explained each 
technique and how clearly he showed us 
what to do. I also enjoyed looking through the 
different stages of his work” Sofia (10H)

“I felt really happy to learn new techniques” 
Tasnimah (10S)

Chickenshed – Drama – Year 8

Two lucky year 8 classes have been working 
together with Chickenshed this term on a 
project based around their award wining play 
‘Crime of the Century’. The play focuses on 
educating young people about the dangers of 
knife crime. The two classes have been engaged 
in some amazing work cantered around 
‘activism’ and giving young people a voice. 

We so lucky to  have been working with 
Chickenshed for the last 8 years. They give 
the students of Duke’s so much. We were also 

pleased to be able to host some ex-Duke’s 
students who know study at Chickenshed 
back into the building to help lead parts of the 
workshops – really inspiring stuff!

Mr S Bawden 
Head of Drama

 
Food Technology

The Food Department was back up and 
running as we had the Year 11 Cooking and 
Nutrition class practicing their final two dishes 
for their GCSE exam. 

It was great to see all the students working 
independently, demonstrating culinary skills 
and producing some quality looking dishes. 

A very well done to the year 11 class.

Mr Reid and Ms Harrison 

FACULTY

EXPRESSIVE ARTS

“I AM NOT KEEN ON THE WORD MASTERCLASS, I JUST PREFER 

TO DELIVER WORKSHOPS THAT EVERYONE CAN FOLLOW...”

IAN MURPHY
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It has been nice to be back in school and 
teaching our older students face to face 
rather than remotely and welcoming our 
Year 7’s to the Humanities Faculty albeit 
within the surroundings of the Maths Faculty 
Bubble.  Be it Geography, History, RE or 
Sociology students have added to their subject 
knowledge and skills. Progress has been made 
by most and many parents have been sent 
Good News Post Cards last and this Half Term 
as acknowledgements of student’s hard work, 
behaviour, effort and attainment.

As a Faculty and school, we welcomed Ms 
Bell, Mr Ekeolere and Ms Bell in September 
and sent off Ms Johnson on Maternity Leave 
in October. In addition to this we have had Mr 
Bunn working with teachers within the Faculty 
since September in his capacity as Aldridge 
Humanities Trust Lead and we have had Mr 
Wilson start teaching with us in November.  
Like the rest of the school community we have 
worked extremely hard to ensure students 
got back into routines and were able to get on 
with the business of learning.

From a Geographic perspective there are over 
2.4 billion Christians celebrating Christmas in 
over 60 countries which have a predominantly 
Christian population in addition to smaller 
groups of people in the 195 countries we have 
in the world.  

From a Historical perspective mid-winter has 
been a time of wonder and celebration. For 
early Europeans mid-winter was a time to 

celebrate light and birth and during winter 
solstice there was hope of longer days and 
extended hours of sunlight.  In the early years 
of Christianity, the main holiday was Easter and 
the birth of Jesus was not a holiday.  Pope Julius 
I picked December 25th to take in some of the 
rituals of pagan festivals.

From a Religious Education perspective, 
Christmas is a time to celebrate the birth of 
Jesus: a time of love, joy and hope.  It is also a 
time of reflection and contemplation and with 
this there may be some sadness and regret.  
Pope Francis puts it best with his view that 
“Christmas is joy, religious joy, an inner joy of 
light and peace.”

From a Sociology perspective the Christmas 
holidays give us a chance to put into action the 
social value of rituals. For some this is from 
the religious perspective of Christians unified 
in shared values and a sense of belonging. 
For some this is from a secular perspective 
on coming together with family and friends, 
reaffirming our shared values in togetherness 
and valuable time.

Regardless of how you view the Christmas 
holidays we hope as a Faculty that it is 
reflective, safe and happy.

Ms N Tuptuk  
Head of Humanities

FACULTY

HUMANITIES

“WHEN THE WHOLE WORLD IS SILENT, EVEN ONE VOICE 

BECOMES POWERFUL.”

MALALA YOUSAFZAI



FACULTY

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

“YOU HAVE TO BE ABLE TO ACCEPT FAILURE 

TO GET BETTER”

LEBRON JAMES
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FACULTY

SCIENCE

“NO GREAT DISCOVERY WAS EVER MADE WITHOUT 

A BOLD GUESS”

ISAAC NEWTON

This academic year has been different and filled with novel challenges. 

In the Science faculty it has forced us to adapt and be innovative with teaching. We 
have remained positive in the face of these new challenges and found ingenious 
ways to ensure we are not falling behind in the curriculum as well as still bridging 
the gaps from the first lockdown. It has been lovely to teach and interact with 
students face to face and meet the new year 7s. 

Students have been happy to be in lessons and are focused, ready to learn. We 
have hit the ground running and we will continue to adapt further to our new 
way of life.  We have started period 6s with year 11s and some year 11s even have 
period 7 online with Ms Mertcan. The Science team have remained dedicated and 
enthusiastic and would like to thank them for their continued hard work.

I would also like to welcome new staff members to the team this year, Science 
teacher Ms Davis and the year 11 Science academic mentor Dr Mahathevan. We 
wish a successful year ahead. 

The two-week holiday is time to reflect, relax and spend time with your families. 
Wear your mask, wash your hand and stay safe.

Ms H Shah 
Head of Science

To say 2020 has been a strange year for the PE department would be an understatement. 
With strict COVID 19 guidelines to follow we have seen drastic changes to the teaching 
and learning that has taken place in the subject. This has meant pupils have undertaken 
a more theoretical experience of PE, based around the Biology and Psychology of sport, 
complimented by outside activities. It is PE, ‘But not as we know it!’

Unfortunately this has also meant that school fixtures and extra curricular clubs have 
had to stop as well. This has been an unavoidable step in a year of sacrifice. 

Hopefully the new year will see a return to some sort of normality in PE and we can 
again begin to tackle the levels of inactivity in our community and provide opportunities 
for pupils to build long lasting relationships with their peers through sport.

Mr B Demirel 
Head of PE



I am both proud of and grateful to the Maths/Computer Science team for how well we 
have all responded during these quite extraordinary times. Maths/CS staff and students 
have simply been amazing, delivering beyond expectations.

At the start of September the maths team rewarded 80 students with a special lunch for 
their continued hard work and dedication during the lockdown period. These students 
had 100% attendance to all online lessons. We continue to teach and cover the National 
Curriculum so that students are equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge to 
progress to the next level of their education. 

Mr T Hines 
Head of Mathematics and ICT

FACULTY

MATHEMATICS & ICT

“NO EMPLOYMENT CAN BE MANAGED WITHOUT ARITHMETIC, 

NO MECHANICAL INVENTION WITHOUT GEOMETRY.”

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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Question: What does Duke’s Aldridge 
Academy have in common with Utnapishtim, 
the hero of the epic of Gilgamesh, Nuhu 
(Albanian), Nuh (Arabic), Noé (French, Spanish, 
Portuguese and Hungarian),  Noach (Hebrew), 
Noè (Italian), Noe (Polish), Ной (Russian) or 
Noah, as his name is spelled in English?

Answer: We have spent the Autumn term in 
what feels like the Ark.

This Ark has been determinedly, and 
successfully, ploughing its way through a stormy 
sea, keeping everyone inside safe and secure.  

Despite the storms outside, staff and students 
at Duke’s have resolutely maintained the 
Aldridge Standards; in particular: ‘The standard 
is excellence’ and ‘We’re in the work together.’ 
We have not wavered in our determination to 
move forward on our journey to outstanding. 

At this time last year, the Modern Languages 
Department took a group of Year 7 and 8 
students on a trip to Lille Christmas Market, 
but this year the Christmas Market is closed 
for obvious reasons.  We are faced with two 
choices: we can look back nostalgically and 
sadly at what life was like a year ago, or we can 
navigate life through new lenses and use the 
technology that we are blessed with to bring 
the Christmas Market to Tottenham.  You can 
rest assured that we chose the latter.

The MFL Department’s ray of sunshine this 
term has been Richard H in 9K who is aiming 

for a Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award.  For 
his chosen skill, has opted to broaden his 
Spanish vocabulary and improve his knowledge 
of Spanish grammar.

We wish him well in this challenge.  He can 
rest assured that the Department will be 
beside him every step of the way.

On behalf of the MFL Department, I wish 
you all a Happy Christmas; Joyeux Noël;  Feliz 
Navidad; Mutlu Noeller; Wesołych Świąt; 
Весела Коледа.

Ms P Anthony 
Head of MFL

I would like to commend all students of Spanish 
for the hard work and dedication to their 
learning this term. A special  commendation 
goes to the year 7 students of Spanish for 
the unwavering enthusiasm and commitment 
to language learning this term. Despite the 
challenges we all face, it was heartwarming 
to have had such willingness to engage in 
dramatization and active paired work, an 
eagerness to learn;  reflected in many of you 
eagerly taking on the role of handing textbooks 
out prior to my arrival. A special commendation 
goes to Kevin Miklos of 7V who always stays 
behind at the end of lessons to offer words of 
gratitude he has independently learnt to say in 
Spanish.

Ms O Campbell 
Teacher of Spanish

FACULTY

MFL

Happy Christmas; Joyeux Noël;  Feliz Navidad; 
Mutlu Noeller; Wesołych Świąt; Весела Коледа.



The members of the year 7 transition 
group were identified at primary Transition 
to Dukes via information on their EHCPs 
and dialogue with external agencies.  As a 
result of the lockdown the students were 
unable to make the usual transition visits 
to Dukes. 

The programme is designed to ensure 
that the students have access to a broad 
and balanced curriculum, at a very 
differentiated level and in line with the 
requirements of their EHCP. In addition to 
their literacy and numeracy lessons, they 
have PSHE, Art where they have learnt 
about tone, contrast, proportion and 
composition as well isometric drawings 
and single point perspective drawings, and 
IT where they have learnt basic skills in 
Microsoft word, Excel formulas, editing and 
formatting.  Sessions to support them with 
social skills, comprehension and speech 
and language development, also feature 
in their curriculum.  They also receive 
specialist weekly support from a speech 
and language therapist on Fridays, and have 
recently started to attend mainstream 
Science lessons. 

The students will eventually leave the 
programme with a phased graduation 
onto a fulltime mainstream timetable, only 
returning to the differentiation department 
to access specialist support. The programme 
is coordinated by the SENCo with MVE 

and SCE leading on literacy, numeracy, 
PSHE and Social Skills. ANA leads on the 
IT sessions and Creative Arts projects, and 
Elizabeth Cox leads on the Speech and 
language intervention sessions.   The group 
have grown in confidence over the term 
and have demonstrated great comradery, 
with members supporting each other 
both within the classroom and the wider 
school environment. Some of the projects 
and work that they have completed this 
term include: an autumn themed mural, 
paper fireworks, and their “all about me” 
balloons, which are on display in the room.

Ms V Sweeney 
Head of Differentiation

FACULTY

DIFFERENTIATION

GENT PEDISCITATE PELIQUO DESTIAM, QUISSUS AUT ATUR? 

QUIBUS AUT OFFICIL MAXIMAION EUM ULLUPTA TURI DAE 

NON ENT ES NOSSITET ULLAM LACCABO
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Inspirational Interview by DAA  
Music Students

On Tuesday 8th December, Music students 
Julia K. 10H & Chloe B. 10J facilitated a live 
webinar interview with Music Industry 
professional Patrick Scally. 

The interview provided insightful  
knowledge regarding Music Industry 
careers together with discussions 
about Patrick’s own personal journey 
as a musician and music producer. The 
interview was set up in conjunction with 
the Aldridge Foundation and their World 
of Work initiative which aims to highlight 
careers for young people to pursue/
explore. 

The students efforts were commended 
by a number of Aldridge Foundation 
dignitaries who were amazed at the 
students confidence and assuredness 
whilst conducting the interview. Chloe & 
Julia positively represented Duke’s Aldridge 
Academy to the highest degree and the 
Music department is extremely proud of 
their efforts. Well done!

Mr J Blair 
Head of Music

 
“I really enjoyed interviewing Patrick 
Scally. It was interesting to learn about the 
different opportunities within the Music 
Industry and it really helped me settle on 
the sort of music career I’d like to do in 
the future.”

Julia K 10H

“I really enjoyed the interview with music 
producer Patrick Scally. It has been an 
amazing opportunity to be able to ask 
questions about getting involved in the 
Music Industry. This has helped me learn 
information about music and how I could 
pursue a career in it.”

Chloe B 10J

Webinar Link: https://www.
aldridgefoundation.com/world-of-work/
industry-webinars/

FACULTY

EXPRESSIVE ARTS

“I DON’T MAKE MUSIC FOR EYES. I MAKE MUSIC FOR EARS.”

ADELE
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HEADS OF 

HOUSE

Heads of Houses hosted our first assemblies of the 
academic year but of course differently, with a virtual 
assembly. The main push was for donations to a 
local food bank and to support Save the Children by 
wearing Christmas jumpers. 

There were also reminders about house points and 
staying safe wearing masks to protect each other as 
well as ourselves. 

We look forward to future events, both virtually and 
IRL! From January, there will be a focus and push on 
all our young people being awarded house points so 
get ready.  Which house will earn the most?

We wish you a merry festive period and a relaxing, 
peaceful start to 2021.

Ms Cox, Mr Reid, Ms Scoggins and Mr Bawden  
Heads of Houses

May I take the opportunity to thank all Year 7 parents for their unwavering support 
in these uncertain times. 

Starting secondary school is always an unenviable proposition, made 
more difficult this year by the global medical situation, but Year 7 have 
impressed me with their flexibility, their willingness to adapt, and the 
effort they have put into their studies and extra-curricular activities so far. 
For the opening Year 7 had an introduction into the Duke’s Aldridge Attributes. They 
explored challenges which involved team building and communication. 

In addition, Year 7 had their introduction session of the ‘First Give’ programme within 
tutor groups. Students then took part in our Global Entrepreneurship Week which 
focused on celebrating entrepreneurship. We would like to congratulate Year 7 on 
their effort, dedication and hard work shown this term. 

Thank you all for your continuing support. Happy Holidays all.   

Ms W Ponge 
Achievement Coordinator, Year 7

YEAR 7
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The first term has flown by, it was so lovely to see the majority of students return 
keen to learn and seize all the opportunities offered to them.  

I big thank you to 8T who planned and delivered a very informative assembly on 
climate change.  The students organised a vertical planning meeting in their own time 
at the weekend. Splitting into two groups researching, producing a very informative 
PowerPoint.  The second group delivered the assembly which was coordinated by 
their Tutor Rep Malik Caba and tutor Ms Theou.  We are hoping this will inspire 
other tutor groups to come forward and lead an assembly which they are passionate 
about.  Well done.

Over 20 students were invited to a celebration lunch by the Maths Department for 
attending all of the virtual Maths lessons during lockdown. Well done to Yurkyush, 
Debraska, Jessica, Gizem, Andreaa and Mahammad for their hard work in Textiles, 
producing such intricately designed in their Textiles class.

Well done and thank you to all who contributed to the Christmas Hamper Collection.  
A special thankyou to 8S who collected over 180 cans!

I hope you all have a peaceful and restful Holiday and I look forward to seeing you 
in the New year

Ms J Bailey  
Achievement Coordinator, Year 8

YEAR 8
The Year 9’s  have been faced with many challenges this 
term but we have overcome The majority of our students 
have worked tremendously well and I am so proud of 
them! Many of them have earned themselves DAA ‘Good 
News’ cards ! Amidst the pandemic and the uncertainty 
of what is next  some students have managed to achieve 
100% in attendance and punctuality - this is an excellent 
achievement!

We have chosen our two brilliant Student Councils 
representatives  for Year 9 and we are so proud of them. 
They are Rojin Aygun and Zakariye Ibrahim.

They do represent the year group with integrity and being 
true role models !

Our Jack Petchey recipient is Isabella Rooney and we are 
so proud of her. She is a true representation of our year 
group’s Motto :

“Whatever the mind can conceive, it will achieve with 
perseverance!”

Mrs C Gordon-Smith,   
Achievement Coordinator,  Year 9

 ‘BELIEVE IN YOURSELF 
AND ALL THAT YOU ARE.

KNOW THAT THERE IS 
SOMETHING INSIDE YOU 
THAT IS GREATER THAN 

ANY  OBSTACLE ! 
CHRITIAN D.LARSON.
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It has been a challenging term for all our students especially 
our Year 11s who will be expected to be taking their year 11 
exams in the summer.  Year 11s have had many opportunities 
to help them achieve and close the gaps created by the 
lockdown; Period 6 sessions in Maths, English and Science, 
Academic Mentoring support in Maths, English and Science, 
College Application Assembly and College Application Day, 
motivational assembly and many more activities during this 
autumn term.  For the Spring Term students will continue to 
get support and will also have initiatives like virtual tutoring 
sessions.

One of my highlights for this Academic Year was hearing 
from individual subject staff how students have progressed 
in their Mock Examinations.  Another highlight is hearing 
about our ex-student Nana getting offered an exciting role 
in with HBO in United State of America.  He has also been 
offered a scholarship. at Bishop Stortford College. He had 
the following to say about the Duke’s 

Mr I Sayid,  
Achievement Coordinator,  Year 11

“I  WANT TO SAY HOW 
GRATEFUL I  AM FOR THE 
OPPORTUNITIES DUKE’S 

GAVE ME THAT MADE 
FILLING MY SCHOLARSHIP 

CV VERY EASY!” 
NANA, EX-STUDENT

“Only My Best Is Good Enough”

A term filled with challenges at so many different levels. Challenges for our school, 
our local community, our city, our country and our world. And personal challenges 
that so many families have had to overcome too. Despite this, we have kept going 
throughout the pandemic. 

We are so grateful to all parents/carers for their ongoing support, patience and 
understanding. We are also extremely proud and grateful to all the staff, who have 
gone ‘above and beyond’ to provide quality learning and appropriate pastoral 
support, and to keep the school running, day after day; providing you with additional 
opportunities such as:

Petchey Speak Out workshop; World Innovation Series; School/Tutor group Council 
elections; Global Entrepreneurial Week; Working with an artist in Art; Linklater 
Mentoring Programme and supporting Charitable fund-raising events to name a few. 
Year 10s you have risen to the challenges of and we are so proud of you all for 
coping so well.

We would like to thank you for complying with all our essential health and safety 
protocols whilst on the school site. We hope you remember ‘hands, face, space’ 
when you are out and about during the next few weeks so you continue to keep 
yourself and family safe.

No one knows what will happen when we return in January but we wish you a safe 
and blessed festive period.

Mrs S. Bailey, Mr H. Elmi, Mr M. Ibrahim & Mrs N. Mertcan  
Year 10 Team

YEAR 10



YEAR 11

CAREERS

Year 11s worked with their teachers to complete 
applications for post 16 courses. 

The students and their parents participated in a well 
attended online parents evening where they were 
provided with an update on the examinations and 
information on the different pathways open to them. 

Students then worked in school on developing their 
strengths and personal statements for application 
forms before completing at least 3 applications each. 
Some students have already had their interviews and 
have been offered conditional places for September 
2021.

Ms M Mercan 
Assistant Principal
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NFTE

NFTE World Series of Innovation

30 students in Year 10 were lucky enough to compete 
NFTE’s (the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship) 
World Series of Innovation and become the first school 
in the UK to do so.  In this global, online competition, 
young people aged 13-24 are invited to submit innovative 
ideas that address some of the biggest challenges facing 
humanity today and help advance the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. As part of their Science lesson, 
students worked towards the PIMCO Zero Hunger 
Challenge where the aim was to design a solution to 
help food banks increase access to healthy, local food by 
reducing waste, improving mobility, or promoting more 
sustainable and equitable food systems.

Through this challenge students had the opportunity to 
work with mentors from PIMCO during the launch day 
on November 17th as well as the NFTE Los Angeles 
office.  There was also a masterclass from Design for 
Delight on how to develop an idea. PIMCO is one of 
the world’s premier fixed income investment managers 
who since their launch in 1971 in Newport Beach, 
California, have introduced investors to a range of 
investment solutions such as a total return approach to 
fixed income investing.

All the students involved worked wonderfully during the 
day and in their teams afterwards to develop ideas which 
would support so many people in our communities. As 
a result of their efforts, maturity and hard work, they 
became honorary members of the NFTE family and I 
am sure will continue to build on the relationships they 
have formed with the two organisations. We now await 
the outcome of the challenge having submitted ten 
original ideas which ranged from food banks with access 
to cooking lessons to the fresh produce provided to 
community gardens to mobile food banks to food banks 
where the users were also able to give something back 
to support others to name a few.
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STUDENT COUNCIL

“GIVING IS NOT JUST ABOUT MAKING A DONATION.  

IT IS MAKING A DIFFERENCE” 

KATHY CALVIN, STUDENT

The Student Council body has always helped to raise funds for 
school-wide activities, including social events, community projects, 
helping people in need and school reform.

This year we teamed up with Mr. Nigeal Andall; the Founder and 
Managing Director of the North London Community Consortium 
(NLCC) which is a membership-based organisation that works 
to improve the lives of people in North London who are from 
poor and disadvantaged backgrounds. We work with public, charity, 
voluntary and private sectors to design, develop and deliver creative, 
innovative, compelling and challenging training programmes, tools 
and resources to bring about real and lasting social change. 

We are proud to have donated food items for Christmas Hampers 
and wrapped approximately 1000 toys for distribution by the NLCC 
team. We look forward to the challenges of the next two terms.

Our Council is led by Mrs Soyla Bailey and the representatives are:

Ashanna 7G; Edvin 7K; Abdul Kader 8T; Hatice 8J

Rogin 9G; Zakariye 9R; Akua 10J; Can 10J; 

Ubaidul 11R and Karima 11G

 
Student Council 2020 Report  
K. Khanom 11G



Duke’s Aldridge Academy
Trulock Road, Tottenham, N17 0PG

YOUR VISION, OUR FUTURE 
BY INUMIDUN DANIEL

All excited for a new year 
Not knowing the pain we have to bear 

A disease that was once an epidemic  
Suddenly grew and became a pandemic 

Last year I could cough and sneeze freely 
This year I am extremely deadly  

The Australian fire spread as rapid as lightning  
The sight of this was very frightening 

This year showed the world is cruel 
Shows how much people do for a jewel 

Just by seeing Popsmoke do well 
We had to say farewell  

He couldn’t breath, he screamed  
He screamed,”I can’t breathe” 

All we want is our rights 
They thought we came for a fight

Kobe and Gianna high up in the sky 
Unfortunately, it was their last goodbye  

He battled cancer for four years 
No one knew, now we are all in tears... WAKANDA FOREVER!!

The Olympics got postponed  
Lots of dreams and aspirations have been blown 

The only time the world comes together  
The pandemic begs to differ

There might be lots of disabilities and instabilities 
However, the future belongs to those who see possibilities  

Vision starts from within 
We just have a journey to begin 

Listen to your inner voice 
Later on, you will find out it was the right choice 

Vision draws on your history 
 

Focus, and you are guaranteed victory.


